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Type C17 lives in quiet small estates, mostly built since 1945 in market towns that have some industrial 

employment. These estates will typically be home to local professionals and small business proprietors.

Education

Health

Crime

Finances

Environmental Issues

 

 

 

 

 

Adults in these areas have a wide mix of educational backgrounds. Over one quarter have no 

qualifications, but a similar proportion stayed on at school past 16, many going on to university. However, when 

compared to other Types these will typically have left school at 16 with good basic qualifications. The children in 

Type C17 neighbourhoods show similar traits, with good solid educational attainment without generally excelling. 

Some will go on to university, but the proportion is not dissimilar to the average across all Mosaic Types. These are 

areas of relatively low proportions of ethnic minorities, so it is unlikely that pupils will come from families with 

refugee status, or where English is not spoken at home.

These people endeavour to follow a healthy lifestyle, but perhaps give in to temptation more often than 

they should. Their diet is good, and their leisure time is taken up in part with active pursuits. Their alcohol 

consumption is moderate, but they are much more likely to be heavy smokers than any other Type within Group 

C. People living in these neighbourhoods are now approaching an age where they are starting to rely on the NHS 

for a number of conditions. Adjusting for age, however, their reasonably healthy lifestyle results in a below 

average rate of hospital admissions.

These are neighbourly areas, where people seek to help each other and where anti-social behaviour is 

low. Consequently the residents are generally not fearful of crime. Offence rates are well below the national norm, 

and those that do occur are typically well away from the home. When an offence has occurred, these people tend 

to feel that the police respond very effectively. However, their overall perception of police performance is more 

neutral, perhaps being influenced by what they see and read about crime rather than by what they experience.   

People living in Type C17 neighbourhoods tend to earn comfortable incomes. They are likely to have 

a wide range of savings, investments and low value shareholdings acquired from the era of denationalisation and 

demutualisation. This relative level of financial security means that there is well below average take-up of financial 

assistance from the state, with the exception of the state pension.

When asked about the environment these people are likely to show some 

concern, and to give donations to environmental causes. However, their environmental views are not strongly 

held. The nature of employment in these areas means that many households have more than one car, and annual 

mileage is high. 

Key Features Communication

Receptive

Social networks

Right-of-centre press

Unreceptive

TV

Radio

Posters

Description - Public Sector Focus
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Summary 

Demography 

Environment 

Economy 

Type C17 lives in quiet small estates, mostly built since 1945 in market towns 

that have some industrial employment. These estates will typically be home to local 
professionals and small business proprietors. 

Type C17 occurs mostly in small market towns that are not set in especially 

attractive countryside and where employment in small manufacturing businesses supplements 

jobs servicing the surrounding agricultural area. These are neighbourhoods where many of 

their local business leaders and professionals tend to live and can be found in towns such as 
Goole, Thetford, Wisbech and Gainsborough. 

Type C17 neighbourhoods are usually new housing estates of detached houses and 
bungalows, most of which have been built to a modern style and are set in spacious plots. 

Their residents are typically professionals, whether teachers, doctors or dentists, and 

managers of local branches of national retail chains. Many self-employed people also live in 

these areas. They are in the mature phase of their careers, from 45 through until retirement. 

Being located far from large cities, these are places where grown up children have left home 

in search of career advancement. Unusually for areas of above average incomes and older 

workers, these neighbourhoods have a relatively high proportion of people who work in 

manufacturing industry  many perhaps in food processing. Although there are service jobs to 

be found in occupations which support the surrounding countryside, these places tend to be 

too far from large cities to have many people working in the types of modern office job that 

are provided by major corporations. Likewise the local professionals are more likely to work in 
small local practices providing services to the immediate locality than in large regionally based 

practices.

Neighbourhoods of Type C17 typically contain small developments of 

modern style housing set in extensive open plan plots. Due to low land prices, in these not 

especially environmentally sensitive locations, gardens are often very spacious indeed. 

Enthusiastic gardeners take pride in displays of a wide variety of plants and spend 

considerable time maintaining weed free lawns. Roads and verges are well maintained and 

any damage, which is uncommon due to the low levels of crime in these areas, would be 
quickly reported and soon repaired. Most houses are to individual designs and many 

developments will have been built up in discrete phases due to the limited size of the local 

market. Residents are normally within walking distance of the town centre and its shops. Most 

of these developments will be within easy reach of open country and some business 

proprietors will be involved in small enterprises located beyond the limit of the urban area. 

Most people like living in these areas and value the friendship and support provided by their 
neighbours and say that these are pleasant areas in which to live.

Neighbourhoods of Type C17 are generally located in areas of full employment 

but modest wages, where local labour is reliable but not highly qualified. The absence of local 
branches of national chains of petrol stations, hotels and do it yourself operators, provide 

opportunities for local entrepreneurs to offer equivalent services on an independent basis. Not 
being of high landscape value these economies benefit little from visiting tourists whilst the 

increasing productivity of local agriculture offers an increasing number of support jobs in food 

processing, transport and distribution.

Description - Sociology and Environment
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Consumer Values

Consumption Patterns

Change 

 Type C17 has conservative values centred on self-reliance and social 

responsibility. Local networks are important  these neighbourhoods are probably well endowed 

with Rotarians  and people like to do business with people rather than with automated 
systems. Such areas are fertile ground for charities and there is a presumption that people will 

support good causes in local charity events. 

 Type C17 is a productive market for home improvement 

products, home extensions and conservatories, for garden furniture and gardening products. 

Motoring and holidays take a high proportion of the household budget but these 

neighbourhoods are poor for eating out, for drinking or for smoking. Fashion products are less 

likely to sell as well as hardy outerwear and equipment used for country pursuits.

This type of neighbourhood is likely to grow over time as rural areas continue to 

increase their share of the nation's population.

Description - Sociology and Environment
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Type C17 may well look back on the Thatcher era with a great deal of nostalgia. To a time 
when they probably prospered and flourished and looked forward to financial security and 

stability in later life. To a great extent they have most likely achieved this, but find themselves 

living in times where there is considerable uncertainty on all kinds of fronts  not just 

economic. Nothing is as it was, and there are no guarantees for the safety of investments or 

even pensions, unthinkable as it may seem. Not surprisingly, they face the future with some 
uncertainty and pessimism, although they have made substantial financial provision in the 

form of savings and investments. They are financially confident, interested in new products 
and services and willing to use the services of a financial advisor. It is likely this interest in the 

financial services market is borne out of concern for the future, and is more pronounced than 

it might have been even just a few years ago.

Predominantly Conservative, with a sprinkling of Liberal Democrat supporters, there is a sense 

that conserving traditional values, social structures and personal status and security is 
important, and this is reflected, to a certain extent, in their consumption behaviour.  

Their consumption tastes reflect mainstream consumer preferences, trends and behaviours on 

the whole, although they tend to be less likely to consume for individual satisfactions - to look 

attractive or follow fashion, for example. They are low risk takers, who show no great interest 

in new gadgets or appliances.

Having said all that, these consumers are not behind the times, and have adopted new 

technology such as the Internet and Sky Digital TV for convenience and leisure. They enjoy 

well-equipped and comfortable homes and take a lot of pleasure in their gardens, possibly 

with a fairly new car parked outside, maybe a luxury model or the latest 4x4. They are able to 

afford good holidays and pursue hobbies such as golf, antiques, sailing, walking, handicrafts  

probably in the company of like-minded friends, who share similar lifestyles, tastes and 
values. Continuity, networks and community are important to Type C17. Lifestyles, 

consumption behaviours and tastes seem so defined by the group they are part of, rather than 

by individuality that it could be said they represent living proof of the old saying 'birds of a 

feather flock together'.

Description - Culture and Consumer Psychology
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